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CEDIA is the global trade organization for firms designing and installing custom residential technology, and is the leading authority 
on the connected home. The CEDIA Awards represent the pinnacle of excellence in the home technology industry.

EQUIPMENT LIST

Araknis Networks

Arlington

AudioQuest

Belden

Channel Vision

Crestron

EPRA

Future Automation

ICE Cable

Leviton

Lutron 

Middle Atlantic

Muxlab

Sonance

Sony

Tivoli Audio

WattBox



PROJECT 

Every Second Counts  

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATOR 

La Scala

La Scala Integrated Media faced a unique client in this 93-year-
old homeowner whose request was simply: “help me, I’m 93.” 
While some homeowners seek to control every detail of their 
home, this client was not looking for that level of granularity; 
she just wanted to get out the door to bridge club faster. The 
aesthetic of the home was also meant to have a clean and 
beautiful aesthetic, so product installation had to be particularly 
precise. The objective for this penthouse water view villa then 
was to provide one-touch operation for all systems to make the 
home as efficient as possible. 

La Scala worked to carefully define what rooms were “hidden” 
and how the room structure was laid out. The team programmed 
all daily living requests to quick actions which allow the client to 
easily live off of the first page of controls. The three main Macro’s 
in the house are Day, Night and House Off, as identified on the 
front entry and master bedroom control keypads. They are all 
identical unto the systems in which they communicate but each 
have a different variation level for music, lighting, and shades. 
On average, three uses of this system save the homeowner 50 
minutes per day compared to an all-manual solution. 

La Scala said, “If the homeowner can roll-out of the door to bridge 
club eight minutes early because the automation rolled up her 
two dozen large window shades and shut down all 112 centralize 
lighting loads with a button press, then our performance objective 
was achieved!” CEDIA’s judges couldn’t have agreed more and 
called this home “an innovative solution for an ‘older person.’”  
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